Compositionally-graded ͑Ba 1−x Sr x ͒TiO 3 ͑BST͒ epitaxial thin films ͑with x decreasing from 0.25 to 0.0͒ were deposited by pulsed laser deposition on ͑100͒LaAlO 3 ͑LAO͒ single-crystal substrates covered with a conductive La 0.5 Sr 0.5 CoO 3 ͑LSCO͒ layer as a bottom electrode. X-ray and electron diffraction patterns demonstrate that the entire graded film has a single-crystal cubic structure. The epitaxial relationship between BST, LSCO, and LAO can be described as ͑100͒ BST ʈ ͑100͒ LSCO ʈ ͑100͒ LAO ; ͓001͔ BST ʈ ͓001͔ LSCO ʈ ͓001͔ LAO . Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒ images reveal that both the BST films and the LSCO bottom electrodes have sharp interfaces and overall uniform thickness across the entire specimen, and that they grow with a columnar structure. Planar TEM images show that the graded films exhibit granular and/or polyhedral morphologies with an average grain size of 50 nm. High-resolution TEM images reveal aligned rectangular-shaped voids in the graded BST film, with length size of 12-17 nm, and width of 5 -8 nm along the ͗001͘ direction in the ͑100͒ plane.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently dielectric ͑Ba 1−x Sr x ͒TiO 3 ͑BST͒ thin films have been considered to be important materials for tunable microwave devices ͑e.g., microwave tunable phase shifters, filters, oscillators, and antennas͒ due to their high dielectric constant, relatively low dielectric loss, and large electric field tunability. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] These tunable devices are based on a large electric-field dependent dielectric constant, which results in a change in phase velocity in the device, allowing it to be tuned in real time for particular applications. 10 For optimum performance of these devices, it is important to grow BST thin films with high dielectric tunability ͑⌬ r / r , r is the dielectric constant͒, low microwave losses ͑or high quality factor Q͒, and low temperature dependence of the dielectric constants in the operational frequency range of the device and in the corresponding temperature range. 11, 12 Although much progress has been made in recent years both in the deposition of high quality BST thin films and in the performance of BST thin film-based microwave devices, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] to date, the actual use of BST thin films for microwave applications is still hampered by high microwave losses and the large temperature dependence of the dielectric constants.
Furthermore, there is still concern about the reliability of microwave devices over the operating frequency and temperature ranges. BST films have a high dielectric constant in the paraelectric phase above the Curie temperature ͑which depends upon the composition, x͒. However, they are not suitable for practical applications to microwave devices in the device operating temperature range due to the temperature dependence of the dielectric constants in the paraelectric phase following the Curie-Weiss law. 18, 19 Thus, it is necessary to grow BST thin films with a low temperature dependence of the dielectric constant for actual microwave applications, which can be approached by using compositionallygraded structures. 20 Since high-angle grain boundaries increase the dielectric loss and consequently limit the performance of the device, for microwave applications, grainoriented and/or epitaxial films are highly required because of their high dielectric constant and large tunability. 9 Recently epitaxial BST films with compositionally-graded structure grown by pulsed laser deposition have been reported, and the dielectric properties and microwave performance of tunable devices based on such graded BST thin films have been characterized. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] However, their microstructure has not yet been studied in detail. In this work, we report on epitaxial growth and microstructure of compositionally-graded epitaxial BST films grown by pulsed-laser deposition on ͑100͒LaAlO 3 single-crystal substrates covered with a conductive La 0. taxial growth relationships between BST, LSCO, and the single crystal substrates are examined by x-ray diffraction and electron diffraction. The microstructure of epitaxially graded BST films was investigated by ͑high-resolution͒ transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒ from both planview and cross-sectional specimens.
II. EXPERIMENT
Compositionally-graded ͑Ba 1−x Sr x ͒TiO 3 thin films ͑with x decreasing from 0.25 at the bottom to 0.0 at the top͒ were epitaxially grown on ͑100͒LAO single-crystal substrates with a conductive LSCO layer as a bottom electrode. BST film growth was performed at 650°C in an oxygen ambient pressure of 27 Pa by pulsed-laser deposition ͑PLD͒. Before deposition of the BST graded thin film, a LSCO bottom electrode was first deposited by PLD onto the ͑100͒LAO substrate at 600°C and an oxygen pressure of 20 Pa. The graded films were in situ deposited epitaxially on the top surface of the LSCO layer. The top layer of the graded BST film had the composition of BaTiO 3 . Details of the deposi-FIG. 1. Specular and off-specular x-ray diffraction scans of graded BST films deposited on the ͑100͒LaAlO 3 substrate with LSCO as a bottom electrode: ͑a͒ specular -2 scan, and ͑b͒ off-specular -2 scan along the ͓110͔ direction of LaAlO 3 . ͑c͒ shows the ͑200͒ rocking curves of BST, LSCO, and LAO, respectively, and ͑d͒ shows scans on the ͑220͒ reflections of BST, LSCO, and LAO, respectively.
FIG. 2.
͑a͒ Bright-field cross-sectional TEM image of a graded BST film deposited on a ͑100͒LaAlO 3 single crystal substrate, viewed along the ͓001͔ LAO direction. The two insets in ͑a͒ show the SAED patterns taken along the ͓001͔ direction from the graded BST film, and from the interface between LSCO ͑bottom electrode͒ and the substrate LAO, respectively. ͑b͒ A SAED pattern recorded using a selected area aperture covering the whole BST film, LSCO bottom electrode and, in addition, part of the substrate with the electron beam parallel to ͓001͔ LAO . tion procedure were described elsewhere. 23 The thickness of the LSCO bottom electrode and the graded BST films were about 135 nm and 240 nm, respectively, measured by crosssectional TEM. The compositional gradients were determined by Rutherfold backscattering spectroscopy ͑RBS, not shown here, cf. Ref. 21͒. The epitaxial growth and microstructure of the compositionally-graded BST films were characterized by x-ray diffraction patterns, rocking curves, and scans ͑XRD, Philips X'Pert X-ray diffractometer, Cu K␣ radiation at 30 kV͒, and ͑HR͒TEM. Both cross-sectional and plan-view specimens were used for the microstructural investigations. Cross-sectional specimens were prepared by cutting the sample into slices along the ͑001͒ LAO and ͑011͒ LAO planes. Two slices were glued together face-to-face joining the film-covered surface. After the glue cured, disks with a diameter of 3 mm were obtained by cutting away redundant epoxy. These disks were then ground, dimpled, and polished, followed by Ar-ion milling in a Gatan Precision Ion Polishing System ͑PIPS, Model 691͒ at 4 keV with an incident angle of 6°. Plan-view samples were prepared by cutting disks with a diameter of 3 mm from the graded film using an ultrasonic cutter. These disks were ground, dimpled, and finally thinned to perforation by Gatan dual ion-milling ͑Model 600͒ from the substrate side. Electron diffraction patterns and TEM images were recorded in a Philips CM20T electron microscope operated at 200 kV, and high-resolution TEM ͑HRTEM͒ investigations were performed in a JEOL JEM-4010 high-resolution microscope operated at 400 kV.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystallographic indexing in this work is based on the following unit cell parameters: the nominal lattice parameters are a LAO = 0.379 nm; a LSCO = 0.381 nm; a BaTiO 3 = 0.3992 nm; c BaTiO 3 = 0.4036 nm; a BST = 0.3977 nm ͑BST, x = 0.23͒; c BST = 0.3988 nm ͑BST, x = 0.23͒ ͑for the latter two values, see the JCPDS card No. 44-0093͒. To characterize crystallinity and epitaxy of the compositionally-graded BST films, x-ray diffraction -2 scans, rocking curves, and scan studies were carried out. Figures 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ show specular and off-specular XRD scans. It is clearly observed in Fig. 1͑a͒ that prominent BST ͑100͒ and ͑200͒ diffraction peaks appeared together with ͑h00͒ peaks of LaAlO 3 . This indicates that the graded BST film is highly ͑100͒-oriented with its surface parallel to that of the ͑100͒LAO substrate. Similarly, the ͑110͒ plane of the graded BST film is also parallel to that of the LAO substrate, as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . Figure 1͑c͒ shows the ͑200͒ -scan rocking curves of BST, LSCO, and LAO, respectively. The full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of the BST ͑200͒ rocking curve was about 1.49°, which is relatively large indicating a certain level of mosaicity present in the graded BST film. This is confirmed by cross-sectional TEM images ͑see below͒. As shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ , the presence of BST ͑110͒ and ͑220͒ reflections oriented with respect to the ͕110͖ reflection of LAO displays the single crystal nature of the grown film and reveals the in-plane epitaxial relationship between the graded BST film and the LAO substrate: ͑100͒ BST ʈ ͑100͒ LAO and ͓001͔ BST ʈ ͓001͔ LAO . Figure 1͑d͒ shows the XRD 360° scan on the ͑220͒ reflections of BST, LSCO, and LAO, respectively. These reflections clearly demonstrate a good epitaxial growth of the graded BST film and the LSCO bottom electrode on the ͑100͒LAO substrate. Both the BST film and the LSCO bottom electrode show a fourfold symmetry, indicating a cube-on-cube epitaxial growth.
To better understand the epitaxial growth of the graded film, TEM investigations were performed on two kinds of cross-sectional TEM specimens, which were prepared by cutting the sample into slices along ͑001͒ LAO and ͑011͒ LAO planes, respectively. A bright-field cross-sectional TEM image, viewed along the ͓001͔ LAO direction is shown in Fig.  2͑a͒ . It is observed that the graded BST film and the LSCO bottom electrode layer have sharp interfaces and overall uniform thickness over the entire specimen. However, some undulation can be seen along the surface of the graded BST film, thus indicating a 3D island growth. The thickness of the graded BST film was measured to be 240 nm, and that of the bottom LSCO electrode layer was 135 nm. Both LSCO and BST grow with a columnarlike structure along the ͓100͔ LAO direction, and the surface morphology of the graded BST film seems to involve some roughness in the order of 10 nm. The two insets in Fig. 2͑a͒ are the selected area electron diffraction ͑SAED͒ patterns taken along the ͓001͔ LAO direction from the graded BST film and the interface between the LSCO bottom electrode and the substrate LAO, respectively. The sharp electron diffraction spots with no satellites or broadening indicate that the BST film has good epitaxial crystallinity. The good epitaxial growth of the LSCO bottom electrode on the LAO substrate is also confirmed: The corresponding diffraction pattern is a simple superposition of the LSCO bottom electrode and the LAO substrate. The differences in the lattice parameters in the ͑001͒ plane for LSCO and LAO can be clearly seen from the occurrence of the split of reflection spots along the horizontal and vertical directions, as indicated in the SAED pattern. Figure 2͑b͒ is a SAED pattern recorded using a selected area aperture covering the whole BST film, LSCO bottom electrode and, in addition, part of the substrate with the electron beam parallel to the ͓001͔ axis of the substrate, which contains the crystallographic information for the film, LSCO and the LAO substrate. From the SAED pattern the reflection spots of the film, LSCO bottom electrode, and the substrate can be identified and particularly indexed using the notation of the perovskite pseudocubic basic cells. Furthermore, the triple-split of the reflection spots of BST, LSCO, and LAO along the horizontal and vertical directions in the ͑001͒ plane is clearly observed, which is due to the difference in the lattice parameters between BST, LSCO, and the LAO substrate. Taking the reflections and the bulk lattice parameter of the substrate LAO ͑a LAO = 0.379 nm͒ as a calibration standard, the lattice parameters for BST and LSCO layers in the ͑001͒ plane are calculated from the superposed electron diffraction patterns. The results show that a BST calculated from the SAED pattern is about 2.0% larger than that determined from the XRD pattern, and that the one for LSCO is 2.3% larger than that from the XRD pattern. Considering the usual uncertainty ͑±5 % ͒ in SAED patterns this is a reasonable agreement. Based on the above SAED patterns the epitaxial orientation relationship between BST, LSCO, and the substrate LAO can be determined as ͑100͒ BST ʈ ͑100͒ LSCO ʈ ͑100͒ LAO and ͓001͔ BST ʈ ͓001͔ LSCO ʈ ͓001͔ LAO , which agrees well with the XRD result. Bright-and dark-field cross-sectional TEM images of the graded BST film viewed from the ͓011͔ LAO direction are shown in Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒ , respectively. The dark-field image was recorded using the almost coinciding ͑200͒ reflections of BST, LSCO, and LAO. It is observed that the BST film and LSCO bottom electrode grow with a columnarlike structure along the ͓100͔ direction. The columnar texture of the graded BST film is most probably due to the presence of low-angle grain boundaries, resulting in a FWHM of the BST ͑200͒ -scan rocking curve as large as 1.49°. The SAED patterns taken from the BST layer, the interface between BST and LSCO, and the total layers with the electron beam parallel to the ͓011͔ LAO direction, are shown in Figs. 4͑a͒-4͑c͒ , respectively. All the SAED patterns can be well indexed by using the notation of the perovskite pseudocubic basic cells. Again, the triple-split of the reflection spots of BST, LSCO, and LAO along the horizontal and vertical directions in the ͑011͒ plane is clearly observed, and the epitaxial growth relationship between BST, FIG. 5 . ͑a͒ Bright-field TEM image taken from a planar sample, and ͑b͒ a SAED pattern taken from the same sample along the ͓100͔ BST direction. ͑c͒ High-resolution TEM image of fine aligned rectangular-shaped voids observed in a planar BST film.
LSCO, and the substrate LAO is confirmed. Some extra reflections are also visible in Figs. 4͑b͒ and 4͑c͒ , which obviously result from a double diffraction effect.
The microstructure of the graded BST film was also studied by plan-view TEM that permits to investigate the microstructure over a large area. Figure 5 shows a brightfield TEM image taken from a planar sample ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒ and the SAED pattern taken from the same sample along the ͓100͔ BST direction ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒. As shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ , the grains of the graded film exhibit granular and/or polyhedral morphologies with an average grain size of 50 nm. The diffraction pattern can be well indexed by using the perovskite cubic cells, indicating the lattice parameters b and c of the graded BST film are the same, as well as equal to the lattice parameter a. Thus, the graded BST film is of cubic structure. In addition, in Fig. 5͑a͒ there are some aligned rectangularshaped voids present in the graded BST film. Some of them are marked by circles. Their length varies from 12 to 17 nm, and the width is in the range of 5 -8 nm. Their orientation relationship with the BST grain is revealed by the highresolution TEM image, Fig. 5͑c͒ . Some extra diffraction spots with random distribution in Fig. 5͑b͒ are observed, which possibly stem from residues of the bottom electrode in the thick area of the planar TEM specimen.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Compositionally-graded ͑Ba 1−x Sr x ͒TiO 3 thin films ͑with x decreasing from 0.25 to 0.0͒ were epitaxially grown by pulsed laser deposition on ͑100͒LaAlO 3 ͑LAO͒ singlecrystal substrates with a conductive La 0.5 Sr 0.5 CoO 3 ͑LSCO͒ layer as a bottom electrode. Their epitaxial growth and microstructure were investigated by x-ray diffraction, selected area electron diffraction, and ͑high-resolution͒ transmission electron microscopy. The results show that the as-grown films are cube-on-cube oriented with an orientation relationship of ͑100͒ BST ʈ ͑100͒ LSCO ʈ ͑100͒ LAO ; ͓001͔ BST ʈ ͓001͔ LSCO ʈ ͓001͔ LAO . Cross-sectional TEM images reveal that both the BST film and the LSCO bottom electrode grow with a columnar structure, with sharp interfaces and overall uniform thickness across the entire specimen. Planar TEM images demonstrate that the BST grains have granular and/or polyhedral morphologies with an average grain size of 50 nm. Well-aligned rectangular-shaped voids with length size of 12-17 nm, and width of 5 -8 nm were observed to be present in the BST films. 
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